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ANOTHER SEASON OF THE YEAR IS UPON US! I’M SURE YOU WILL AGREE, THIS
YEAR HAS TRULY FLOWN BY - WE CAN’T BELIEVE WE ARE CLOSE TO THE END OF
ANOTHER YEAR!
I am excited to share our latest newsletter with you. In reviewing the contents of our newsletter, our team in
Australia have been focused and committed to what we believe – we are customer focused, providing the technology
and innovative solutions for permanent tile & stone installations and repairs for the construction market.
LATICRETE offers a dedication to quality that results in globally
proven solutions for virtually every flooring, waterproofing
and facade application.

We share in some projects across Australia where our
installation materials have been used and share photos of
our winners in various competitions that we’ve run.

Just some highlights in this issue:

We look forward to the upcoming, busy season before the
team at LATICRETE Australia take a break over the Christmas
period. Be sure to note the important dates as provided in
our 2019 Holiday Schedule and reopen dates for 2020.

We have new team members: Rowan Payne, Business
Development Rep in QLD; Corey Downes, Technical Service
Rep in VIC and Daniel McAlister, Manufacturing, QLD.
Congratulations to Craig Hunter for being recognised and
awarded “Rep of the year” by Amber Tiles.
Thank you to our stockists who took the time out to provide
us with your feedback in participating in our Customer
Satisfaction Survey. We value your feedback! Congratulations
to Dave from Stone & Tile Centre, VIC on winning the pallet
of 335.
In supporting our commitment to training and education, we
share some of the photos and details of trade events, TAFE
and in-store training over the last couple of months.
Our team also got involvement in a community project
called A Brave Life and Lids4Kids.
Also featured is an interesting and informative article from
Fred Gray, Technical Service Manager, on “Working with
products containing respirable Crystalline Silica." Additional
technical installation tips as we enter into Summer.

Make sure you’re up to date with all things on LATICRETE
by following us on social media.
For Technical Support, or to chat with us about your next
project, call LATICRETE on 1800 331 012 or email:
sales@laticrete.com.au
We hope you enjoy reading this issue.
Thank you for your continued support to LATICRETE.
As this will be the last newsletter for the year, the team & I wish
you and your family a safe and wonderful Merry Christmas,
and best wishes for 2020!

Emma Tschannen
LATICRETE Australia General Manager
Follow us:

www.laticrete.com.au
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ANNOUNCEMENT
LATICRETE AUSTRALIA APPOINTS
REPRESENTATIVES
We are excited to announce the appointments of
Rowan Payne, LATICRETE Business Development
Representative in Queensland and Corey Downes,
Technical Sales Representative looking after the
Victorian and Tasmanian markets.
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Rowan has an extensive background in sales in the construction industry and will be
focused on developing new business relationships for LATICRETE in Queensland working
with Architects and Engineers, major constructors, and the traditional re-seller network.
Rowan has a well-developed understanding of the construction industry and has what
it takes to be successful in it. Rowan comes with a wealth of knowledge and is
enthusiastic about the industry.
Corey comes to us from Victoria with a Bachelor of Business in Accounting and is also
a qualified Tiler and Waterproofer. Corey’s career in the construction market started
with working for the family tiling business before working in commercial tile sales,
and progressing to operating his own tiling business. Corey has an in-depth of
knowledge of the tiling industry which makes him a great fit for LATICRETE Australia.
To discuss specifications, available installation systems, product information, and job
site technical advice, contact LATICRETE by calling 1800 331 012 or contact us here.
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Development
Representative

Corey Downes,
Technical Sales
Representative

ADDITIONAL NEW EMPLOYEES

Daniel McAlister
Manufacturing, Head Office, QLD
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OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING

PROFIT THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
The Profit Through Knowledge (PTK) technical seminar is
an intensive training program specifically developed for
LATICRETE distributors, dealers, installers and other
professionals interested in becoming familiar with LATICRETE
products. Training encompasses both classroom instruction
and hands-on product demonstrations by experienced
LATICRETE team members. LATICRETE offers segmented
classes covering tile and stone installation sytems.
PTK TRAINING
In August LATICRETE Australia held a free Pool Tiling Installation Systems PTK
seminar at the LATICRETE Training Centre in NSW. Attendees were actively involved
in classroom learnings & discussions, and hands-on demonstrations using LATICRETE
products, from substrate preparation right through to grouts, for successful pool
tiling installations as documented in the LATICRETE Pool, Spa and Fountain Tiling
Systems Brochure. Relevant Australian standards pertaining to swimming pools
were also highlighted.
Also in August, a free Waterproofing Seminar was held at the LATICRETE Training
Centre in QLD. Attendees participated in discussions, classroom learning, and
hands-on demonstrations using HYDRO BAN® waterproofing and crack isolation
membrane and HYDRO BAN Fillet and Sealant.

UPCOMING SEMINARS NEAR YOU:
Melbourne: 26th November, 2019 Topic: Waterproofing Training
Sydney: 4th December, 2020 Topic: Waterproofing and Epoxy Grout Training
Brisbane: 1-2 April, 2020
Melbourne: 6-7 May, 2020
At LATICRETE we provide training and classes that discuss commercial, residential,
industrial tile and stone installation practices and industry standards.
To register your interest, contact your local LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep.
Alternatively, call 1800 331 012 or email: seminars@laticrete.com.au
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OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING

ON-SITE TRAINING & SUPPORT
The last few months the LATICRETE Technical Sales Reps
have been committed in continuing to educate and provide
technical support to the tile, stone and flooring industry.
TRAINING WITH ICON TILING GROUP AND RYAN POOLS
Talk about commitment - The teams from Icon Tiling Group and Ryan Pools
received on-site, hands-on LATICRETE product training with Joe Tabone and
Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Reps. The teams had discussions
about Australian tiling standards and learnt more about using SPECTRALOCK®
PRO Premium Grout*

GROUTING PROCEDURES WITH DEEMAH STONE
Joe Tabone, NSW LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, met up with the team from
Deemah Stone in September to discuss tips and the correct procedures to follow
when working with LATICRETE grouts, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout and
PERMACOLOR Grout. Joe covered a range of topics including mixing ratios,
installation procedures, and grout maintenance.

LATICRETE QLD TEAM TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT
Shane Anderson, LATICRETE QLD Technical Sales Rep, conducted training with
LATICRETE employees on SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout, where they had the
opportunity to learn and try their hands at grouting! LATICRETE is committed to
fine tuning the skills of our team in supporting architects, specifiers and tile &
stone construction professionals.

The teams from Icon Tiling Group and Ryan Pools

Training with LATICRETE employees on SPECTRALOCK PRO
Premium Grout

On site training with Deemah Stone

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING CONTINUED

TRADE EVENTS

The team were actively involved in additional trade events and demos across NSW, QLD and VIC. Contact your local LATICRETE
Technical Sales Rep to arrange a trade event at your store. Follow us on social media to keep-to-date on upcoming trade
events near you!
COLORTILE BROOKVALE

AMBER EASTWOOD

LATICRETE was at ColorTile Brookvale, with Robyn and the team, providing hands-on
training using SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout*. Those who attended had the
opportunity to get their hands dirty while working with SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium
Grout. Tradies also had the opportunity to chat with Joe and Craig about STONETECH®,
our floor and stone care product range. The trade afternoon was a huge success!

Tilers and builders gathered for a trade afternoon at Amber Eastwood in NSW. Those
who attended had the opportunity to demonstrate with HYDRO BAN® and MVIS™
Veneer Mortar and got to chat with Craig Hunter, LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, about
LATICRETE System Warranties.

ColorTile Brookvale

Amber Eastwood

TUGGERAH TILES

TILERS TRADE OUTLET

Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Rep, was at Tuggerah Tiles, providing
hands-on training using SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout. Attendees had the
opportunity to get their hands dirty while working with SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium
Grout, and were able to chat with Craig to gain a better understanding of LATICRETE
tile & stone installation materials.

In August LATICRETE had the opportunity to attend the 2nd birthday bash for Tilers
Trade Outlet in Port Melbourne, VIC. LATICRETE was a proud sponsor of a special
giveaway, which was won by Sam from S&V Tiling & Construction.

Tuggerah Tiles

Tilers Trade Outlet

NORTHERN RIVERS TILES & MOSAICS
Shane Anderson and Rowan Payne, LATICRETE QLD Technical Sales Reps, were at
Northern Rivers Tiles & Mosaics for a trade afternoon in October. Owners, Joy and
Ray, along with some of their customers had the opportunity to participate in handson training with a range of LATICRETE products including HYDRO BAN, SPECTRALOCK
PRO Premium Grout, 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, Ultra X8 Polymer Fortified
Flexible Adhesive.

Northern Rivers Tiles & Mosaics
United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING CONTINUED

IN-STORE STAFF TRAINING

To register your interest, contact your local LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep. Alternatively, call 1800 331 012 or
email: seminars@laticrete.com.au
TBC TILES

TUGGERAH TILES

Glenn Mannix, LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, was at TBC Tile in North Parramatta,
NSW training Claire, Young and the team on SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout*

Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Rep, trained the ladies at Tuggerah
Tiles on a range of STONETECH® floor and stone care products.

TBC Tiles

Tuggerah Tiles

AMBER GREGORY HILLS

AMBER PORT MACQUARIE

Glenn Mannix, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Rep, visited the team at Amber
Gregory Hills, NSW, where Georgia, Wayne and Rachel went through training on
a range of LATICRETE products and systems.

Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Rep, was recently at Amber
Port Macquarie training the team on a range of STONETECH floor and stone
care products.

Amber Gregory Hills

Amber Port Macquarie

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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OUR COMMITMENT TO TRAINING CONTINUED

TAFE TRAINING

LATICRETE supports and assists TAFE facilities in developing and educating students to gain a better understanding of
the ceramic tile and stone industry.
TRAINING AT MACQUARIE FIELDS TAFE

TRAINING AT NEWCASTLE TAFE

Approximately 24 students received hands-on training with SPECTRALOCK PRO
Premium Grout*. LATICRETE Technical Sales Rep, Glenn Mannix and Craig Hunter,
are actively involved in facilitating training to 3rd year students using SPECTRALOCK
PRO Premium Grout. The students were devoted to their craft both in the classroom
and with hands-on training. Well done guys!
®

Craig Hunter facilitated training to 3rd year students around the benefits of epoxy,
SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout and the installation process.

Newcastle TAFE students

TRAINING AT RANDWICK TAFE
A small but attentive class at Randwick Tafe, Craig Hunter, facilitated training to 1st
year students, around the classifications of adhesives. The students were hands-on
in practical learning, while demonstrating with a wide range of LATICRETE adhesives
and also learning the technical aspect of adhesives.

Macquarie Fields TAFE students

Randwick TAFE students

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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AWARDS & EXPO

AMBER TILES AWARDS
In October Amber Tiles held an awards night ceremony in Sydney, NSW. Fred Gray,
LATICRETE Technical Services Manager, attended the ceremony to accept the 'Rep
of the Year' award on behalf of recipient, Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical
Sales Rep. Craig later met with Andrew Younan, Amber Tiles Head Office Management,
who presented the award to him.
The 'Rep of the Year' was awarded to Craig to recognise his outstanding
excellence in service - Congratulations Craig, very well deserved.

Andrew Younan, Amber Tiles Head Office Management, presenting
Craig Hunter, the Amber "Rep of the Year" award

LATICRETE ATTEND EXPO WITH JH WILLIAMS
Shane Anderson and Rowan Payne, LATICRETE QLD Technical Sales team attended a Trade Expo held by JH Williams in October 2019.
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PRODUCT FEATURE

HYDRO BAN®
HYDRO BAN® is a thin, load bearing
waterproofing/crack isolation membrane
that DOES NOT require the use of fabric in
the field, coves or corners. HYDRO BAN is a
single component, self-curing liquid rubber
polymer that forms a flexible, seamless
waterproofing membrane that bonds directly
to a wide variety of substrates. HYDRO BAN
is a certified low VOC emitting product.
HYDRO BAN is extensible Class 3 membrane
suitable for immersed installations, internal
wet areas and external above ground use.

HYDRO BAN features rapid drying time for a faster time to tile,
and changes colour from a light sage to an olive green when cured.
Key Features
■	
Meets and exceeds the requirements of AS4858 and AS4654.1 for a Class 3 Membrane.
■ Thin; only 0.6 mm - 0.9 mm thick when cured.
■ Anti-fracture protection of up to 3 mm over shrinkage and other non-structural cracks.
■	
"Extra Heavy Service" rating per TCNA performance levels (RE: ASTM C627 Robinson Floor Test).
■	
IAPMO approved.
■ Contains antimicrobial product protection.
■	
Safe - no solvents and non-flammable.
Click here for more product information.

Are you getting ready to start a project? Contact us about your next
project or to arrange FREE samples. Call 1800 331 012 or email us here.
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LATICRETE TECHNICAL SERVICES TIPS

TILING & GROUTING IN HOT TEMPERATURES
Summer is just around the corner, so make sure
you are ready for the heat by reading these
helpful hints and tips for tiling in hot weather!
You want to ensure the best installation of your projects over the hotter
months, and there is a simple rule to follow when an installation is
subjected to high temperatures: The 8ºC Rule – for every 8ºC above 21ºC,
Portland cement and epoxy based materials take half as long to cure.
Continue reading the Hot Weather Tiling and Grouting TDS-1018 here.
For Technical Support contact 1800 331 012 or
email: support@laticrete.com.au

HELPFUL HINTS:
■	For best results, always ship and store installation materials at 5ºC – 32ºC
to extend the shelf life and working time. Do not store products in direct
sunlight. If installation materials are too warm, they should be cooled
to the specified temperature range for that specific product.
■	Dampen or wet down substrate surfaces to not only clean the area, but
to lower the temperature and lower the absorption rate of the substrate.
Sweep off excess water just before mortar is applied. This step will extend
the working time of the installation materials.
■	Stir latex additives thoroughly before mixing with thin-sets, grouts, plasters,
stuccos and other Portland cement mortars.
■	Due to the rapid rate of moisture loss and Portland cement dehydration
at temperatures >32ºC, cover installations with polyethylene sheeting
for 1-2 days to allow curing at a more normal rate.
■	Low humidity also accelerates the curing process.
■	Tent off or provide shade when working in direct sunlight.
■	Work during cooler periods of the day (e.g. early morning).

There is a simple rule to follow when the temperature is high during installation: The 8ºC Rule –
for every 8ºC above 21ºC, Portland cement and epoxy based materials take half as long to cure.
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TECHNICAL ARTICLE

WORKING WITH PRODUCTS CONTAINING RESPIRABLE CRYSTALLINE SILICA
Article by: Fred Gray, Technical Service Manager

Amongst the many and varied activities in the construction industry, ceramic and stone tile fixing,
which in itself covers a very broad range of products and practices, may expose workers and others to
unacceptable levels of Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS) that may be deleterious to health or eventually
fatal over the short or long term.
RCS particles are nominally less than 10 µm in size and if often referred to as the dust you can’t see. It’s potential to be present as a hazard in the workplace is dependent
on, amongst other things, the products we are working with, site conditions and how we process and handle them to carry out a ceramic or stone tile installation. For
instance, dry machine cutting sandstone in unventilated, enclosed areas without personal protection is going to expose a worker or others to unacceptable levels of RCS,
is not advised and illegal.
Avoiding exposure to RCS whilst working (or at any other time, for that matter) is therefore paramount. The good news and advice from Safework NSW “you can work
with silica and remain safe.” The travelling Silica Dust Control Roadshows hosted by Safework in the various states are well worthwhile events to set the record straight
on working with silica to mitigate the risks associated with RCS. If you can’t make it to one of these events, publications like https://bit.ly/2C0Nhq4 is a great start to
taking control and understanding the RCS risk. Along with other relevant topics, it discusses how “You can manage risks of exposure to silica dust by selecting and
implementing measures using the hierarchy of controls.”
Globally, LATICRETE have been proactive in developing silica free products and assessing the RCS risk with current range of tile installation products. Studies on the levels
of RCS in LATICRETE NA products containing silica and have published their findings in the following technical data sheet. https://bit.ly/2pigYk5 Locally, we have
assessed our products containing silica and found our products also be low in RCS and we are actively looking to commercialise more silica free products to our industry.
Other tile industry studies and investigations have also found low but manageable risks that can be controlled to provide safe working and liveable environments. The Tile
Council of North America in the 2019 Handbook have published a study by Environmental Health & Engineering INC, on Human Health Risk Assessment for Proposition
65: Crystalline Silica - worth reading for information on installing ceramics. https://www.tcnatile.com/
It is hoped that with good products, education and work practice, health hazards from RCS are eliminated for the work place.
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SEALERS & CLEANERS

SEALED STONE TESTING AND TREATMENT
Determining if a stone is sealed is an important question which must be answered prior to considering
the application of a new sealer treatment. Realising if an unsealed stone surface will be able to accept
a sealer is also important in determining how to move forward.

There is a very simple and inexpensive test to determine if the stone, Saltillo tile or
cement-based grout is currently sealed, or if it even requires a sealer.
Water Test: The quick and easy test is performed with water and can provide
valuable information about the current state of the stone or grout surface.

6. After 20 minutes remove the glass/’s and observe the results:
a)	No change: If the water appears the same as when it was applied and the
water measures the same diameter, then a sealer is already present or the
stone is very dense and does not need a sealer
b)	Slight change: If the water is still present in a bead but appears to be
absorbing into the surface then a sealer may already be present but requires
resealing, or, the stone is not sealed and is dense enough to allow for the
slow absorption of water
c)	Complete change: If the water is completely absorbed into the surface and
the spot appears to have grown in size then the stone is not sealed and the
use of a high quality sealer (e.g. STONETECH® BulletProof®
Sealer, STONETECH Heavy Duty Sealer, STONETECH Impregnator Pro®
Sealer, etc.) is strongly recommended
For more information click here to read Technical Data Sheet TDS-1261.

1. Apply water in a few different areas of the stone and/or grout
2. 	Make each application of water approximately 25mm wide
3.	Roughly measure the size of the circle of water without making contact with the
water. Make a notation as to the size of each application of water
4. Place a drinking glass over each application of water to protect from evaporation
5. Let sit undisturbed for 20 min
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECTS

FEATURED PROJECTS
Featured projects across Australia where LATICRETE tile & stone installation materials have been used
in the last couple of months. Some of the projects have been completed and some are still ongoing.
KANGAROO POINT WALL, QLD

PROJECT INFO: Feature wall, measuring up to 6 metres high, at Kangaroo Point in
Brisbane, QLD. The teams from McNab, Melos Rendering, SEQ Waterproofing and
Sun Gold Tile, have worked on this 125m2 project that features stackstone installed
with a range of LATICRETE materials.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Sun Gold Tile
PRODUCTS: 3701 Mortar Admix, 226 Thick Bed Mortar, LATAPOXY® Moisture Shield,
HYDRO® BAN, HYDRO BAN® Fillet & Sealant, 254 Platinum, LATASIL™.

BALGOWLAH MOSAIC POOL, NSW

PROJECT INFO: Pool project in Balgowlah, NSW. The 170m2 pool features Leyla
Mosaic tile.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Dimension Tiling
PRODUCTS: 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, PERMACOLOR® Grout in ‘Silver
Shadow’.

EZARRI MOSAIC POOL, NSW

PROJECT INFO: Pool in Narraweena, NSW, features 110m2 of Ezarri Glass Mosaic tiles,
which have been installed using a range of LATICRETE materials to qualify for a 15 Year
Pool Installation Warranty.
TILING CONTRACTOR: DTR Tiling and Mix Mud Rendering
PRODUCTS: 3701 Mortar Admix, 226 Thick Bed Mortar, LATAPOXY Moisture Shield,
HYDRO BAN, HYDRO BAN Fillet & Sealant, 254 Platinum, SPECTRALOCK® PRO
Premium Grout*, LATASIL, LATASIL 9118 Primer
WARRANTY: 15 Year Swimming Pool System Warranty.

LARGE FORMAT TILE BATHROOM, QLD

PROJECT INFO: Murray Heazlewood and the team from SEQ Tiling and Cladding
renovated this residential bathroom in Newmarket, QLD. The project will features
2400mmx800mm, large format porcelain tiles installed with a range of LATICRETE
products.
TILING CONTRACTOR: SEQ Tiling and Cladding
PRODUCTS: 254 Platinum, HYDRO BAN, HYDRO BAN Fillet & Sealant.

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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AUSTRALIAN PROJECTS CONTINUED

FEATURED PROJECTS
CROYDON NORTH POOL, VIC
PROJECT INFO: Pool project in Croydon North by the team from Electric Pools, which
features 120m2 Light Blue Trend mosaics. A range of LATICRETE materials have been
used throughout this installation including HYDRO® BAN, 335 Premium Flexible
Adhesive in White, and SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout*.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Electric Pools
PRODUCTS: 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, HYDRO® BAN, SPECTRALOCK® PRO
Premium Grout*.

LIMESTONE CLADDING PROJECT, NSW
PROJECT INFO: The team from Decore Tiling have installed 400m2 external curved
limestone cladding along with 650m2 internal flooring tiled in limestone, including the
bathrooms using a range of LATICRETE materials.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Decore Tiling
PRODUCTS: 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, 254 Platinum.

POOL & SPA REFURB, NSW
PROJECT INFO: The team from Bradstreet Building Services have installed 50m2 of Trend
mosaic tiles for this pool and Spa refurbishment in Manly, NSW. A wide range of LATICRETE
products were used that qualify for a 25 Year Swimming Pool System Warranty.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Bradstreet Building Services
TILE SUPPLIER: ColorTile Brookvale
PRODUCTS: 3701 Mortar Admix, LATAPOXY® Moisture Shield, HYDRO BAN, HYDRO BAN
Fillet & Sealant, SPECTRALOCK PRO Premium Grout, LATASIL™, LATASIL 9118 Primer.
Warranty: 25 Year Swimming Pool System Warranty.

MOSS VALE RESIDENTIAL BATHROOM, NSW
PROJECT INFO: The project includes two bathrooms and a powder room, which features
beautiful Porcelain tiles - 600x300mm on the walls and 600x600mm on the floors.
A range of LATICRETE materials have been used throughout this installation.
TILING CONTRACTOR: Kustomized Tiling
PRODUCTS: 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive, HYDRO BAN, SPECTRALOCK PRO
Premium Grout and PERMACOLOR Grout.

United States Invention Patent No.: 6881768 (and other Patents)

*
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GETTING INVOLVED IN THE COMMUNITY

In living the LATICRETE Values, the team from
LATICRETE Australia have been getting involved
in community projects.

A BRAVE LIFE
In August LATICRETE Australia were fortunate enough to be involved in a wonderful
community project with a non-for-profit organisation, A Brave Life in QLD.
A Brave Life provides newborn essentials to vulnerable and disadvantaged young
mothers, under the age of 25, who are having their first baby. These young expectant
mothers face a broad range of challenges such as poverty, domestic violence, trauma,
relationship/family breakdowns, unplanned pregnancy and homelessness.
The team from LATICRETE Australia got to pack 100x of the Baby Bundles, to gift them
to mums-to-be in the community. The Baby Bundles consisted of newborn essentials
such as nappies, baby wipes, baby wash, clothing and safe feeding equipment.
LATICRETE Australia is thankful to A Brave Life for allowing us the opportunity to help
out on such a worthy cause!

The amazing team from A Brave Life

LIDS4KIDS
The team from Head Office in QLD have been
involved in a community project called Lids4Kids.
Employees have been collecting plastic tops and lids for The Holden Rally Team, who
are helping Envision Hands, an Australian not-for-profit group that trains disadvantaged
people to use 3D printers to make mobility aids for child amputees around the world.

Rowan Payne, caught in action as he contribues all of his lids
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IMPORTANT DATES

Christmas
greetings
Dear Valued Customer,
LATICRETE Australia will be closing in December for the year end stocktake and the Christmas/New Year period.
NO SHIPPING OR RECEIVING
Wednesday, 18 December 2019, due to year
end stocktake
BUSINESS & SHIPPING AS NORMAL
Thursday, 19 December 2019 (7am - 3.30pm)
Friday, 20 December 2019 (7am - 12pm)

ALL LOCATIONS WILL BE CLOSED FROM
Friday, 20 December 2019 (12pm)
ALL LOCATIONS WILL REOPEN
Thursday, 9 January 2020
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TRIVIA FACTS

As young boys, brothers David Rothberg and Henry B. Rothberg pictured on a LATICRETE site
PROJECT: Louis-Hippolyte-La Fontaine Tunnel
Installed in the early 1960’s.
PRODUCTS: Tiled walls installed with Laticrete
4237 shock, vibration & frost resistant high
strength thin adhesive mortar.

FUN FACT
now?
Did you K

LATICRETE TRIVIA FACTS
Trivia Questions
Q1.

True or False? SPECTRALOCK® PRO Premium Grout is a Green Certified Low VOC product?

Q2.

What was the first LATICRETE product developed and taken to market?

Q3. 	True or False? The use of fabric in the field, coves or corners is required when installing HYDRO

BAN® Waterproofing and Crack Isolation Membrane?

Q4.

What decade did LATICRETE arrive in Australia? 1950’s, 1960’s or 1970’s?

1. True
2. 4237 Latex Thin-Set Additive
3. False, it DOES NOT require the use of fabric in the field, coves or corners.
4. 1960’s
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GETTING SOCIAL

GETTING SOCIAL with LATICRETE Australia
Thank you to all our followers for tagging us in your projects! It’s
great to see where our products are being used and what projects
you are working on. Keep on sharing and who knows, your project
may just land up in our newsletter or in a Project Spotlight!
laticreteaustralia

LaticreteAus

laticreteaustralia

laticrete-australia-pty-ltd

www.laticrete.com.au
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GETTING SOCIAL

GET SOCIAL with
LATICRETE Australia
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COMPETITIONS & SURVEYS

GIVEAWAY COMPETITION
In July LATICRETE Australia held a State of Origin competition
where one lucky winner would receive a LATICRETE prize pack
and a Flight Centre voucher!
Craig Hunter, LATICRETE NSW Technical Sales Rep, caught up with the prize
winner, Joel from Tudor Tiling to hand him his prize.

Congratulations Joel, we hope you enjoy your prize!

www.laticrete.com.au | 20

COMPETITIONS & SURVEYS

LATICRETE Australia recently ran a Customer Satisfaction Survey for our stockists to
help us gain a better understanding of how well we are meeting expectations within
the tile and stone industry.
Those who participated, by completing & submitting the survey, were automatically entered into a lucky
draw to win a pallet of 335 Premium Flexible Adhesive.
We are excited to announce that Stone & Tile Centre in VIC has won our lucky draw prize - congratulations!

Thanks to all the entrants for taking part in our survey and for your continued support!

For your chance to win future LATICRETE
competitions, make sure you're
following us. The next competition
might just be around the corner!
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